
An angry Central Coast Community want answers as to why the merger of Wyong and Gosford Councils has failed!
The community want answers as to why there is a massive debt that ratepayers are expected to bear the burden of
paying! The community want answers as to who is culpable and do not want and accept the government initiated
whitewash by Central Coast Council Administrator Dick Persson! The community want the real truth and they want a
judicial inquiry where witnesses are compelled to testify! What is the Berejiklian Government wanting to hide from
the community?
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DAVID Harris MP Shadow Minister for the Central Coast today described the terms of reference for the Central Coast Council
public inquiry as an outrageous attempt to protect the NSW Government from any scrutiny as to their contribution to Central
Coast Council’s financial woes.
 
“The decision to only scrutinise this debacle post 2017 shows that the Berejiklian Government wants no scrutiny of the Fit for the
Future process and the role of the first Administrator,” said Mr Harris.
 
“The whole purpose of an inquiry was to give residents of the Central Coast surety that everything has been scrutinised and that
the mistakes of the past will not be repeated, in fact, the Government had the opportunity to use this inquiry to educate the whole
Local Government sector.”
 
A judicial inquiry is the only way the truth will ever come out. The Minister for Local Government Shelley Hancock is hiding behind
the fact that her powers are limited to a public inquiry and that only the Premier can call a judicial inquiry. And where's the
Premier? She's gone to ground and remains in hiding! And let's not forget that Gladys Berejiklian was treasurer when the two
Council's were merged and were deemed unfit for the future. Gladys Berejiklian has a lot to answer for!
 
Not surprisingly, Administrator Dick Persson and Member for Terrigal Adam Crouch have applauded the Government's decision
to only hold a public inquiry, which hasn't pleased disillusioned ratepayers. Dick Persson is employed by the State Government
and his report was only ever only going to reveal what the Government wanted - absolutely nothing.
 
And what about Adam Crouch? He should be standing up for his constituents and demanding a judicial inquiry, not simply
capitulating to his party rhetoric and party line. After all, it's his constituents that will bear the major brunt of the rate rise!
 
Suspended Mayor Lisa Matthews said that a public inquiry is a thumbs down to the Central Coast and the truth will never come
out. "The terms of reference are bad news for the Central Coast."
 
"The inquiry will cost ratepayers a million bucks and go nowhere," she said.
 
David Harris said, “NSW Labor has always said that any inquiry should include the Fit for the Future process, the role of the first
Administrator during transition, the role of current Councillors and staff, and the role of internal and external audit processes.
Only then could residents have confidence that a thorough investigation has occurred. Everything should be on the table.”
 
“Instead we have narrow terms of reference, which basically only looks at part of the whole picture. The Central Coast community
has the right to feel cheated,” said Mr Harris.
 
A public inquiry will only agree with the Administrator's report and will see another administrator appointed and no council
election until December 2022. A boon for the Berejiklian Government, who see the Central Coast as nothing more than a third
arm of Sydney without all the Sydney-centric benefits.
 
The Government can now appease all their top-end-of-town mates by turning the Coast into a developer's paradise. For people
who live on the Coast, open space and environmental lands will become a thing of the past as bulldozers rip up vast tracks of
land for more and more housing estates. Amenity and enjoyment will disappear from the local dictionary - "we played in the
meadows where the grass grew so tall..." now "lost in the shadows of tar and cement..." (Verdelle Smith).
 
The debate on the 20,000 signature petition calling for a judicial inquiry will be debated in the Parliament on Thursday 6th May.

The fix is on with Central Coast Council!

David Harris is concerned that the State Government refuses to hold a judicial inquiry into the Central Coast Coast financial woes and
to reveal the truth why two councils, which were found unfit for the future, was allowed to merge.


